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Summary
Approximately 16.5 million sq. m. of residential space was
introduced in Russia in January-May 2010, which constitutes
99% of the total volume of residential space construction, recorded in the corresponding period in 2009. In Moscow, according to the Federal State Statistics Service, 492.9 thous. sq. m. of
residential space was introduced in January-May 2010. Decrease amounted to almost 38% compared with the same period
in 2009. At the same time in the first half of 2010 developers
became more active and the "unfreezing" of the majority of the
suspended construction projects was noticed.

During the whole first half of 2010 the rates in the elite lease
market were growing. The rates growth for the 1st half of 2010
amounted to a little bit more than 15%, the average level reached
$7, 650 per apartment per month.
Seasonality had the main impact on the elite cottage lease
market during the 1st half of 2010. The peak of market activity was
noticed in March-May as before. Demand for cottages lease was
rather high by analogy with the city lease market. For the 1st half of
2010 the average level of elite cottage rent increased 20%. By the
end of June 2010 the average level of elite cottages rent was $14,
000 per month, reaching the indexes of the middle of the previous
year.

According to the results of the first half of 2010 the supply
volume in the residential market of Moscow declined and
amounted to 200 houses (1.07 mln. sq. m.). Supply volume reduction is connected with a temporary suspense of sales in several complexes and also sales completion in new buildings,
where single offers remained. In the first half of 2010 a considerable raise of buyers’ activity both in the primary and in the secondary market was recorded. Besides, a positive price dynamics
was noticed. In June 2010 the average price in the secondary
residential market in Moscow amounted to 175,6 rubles per sq.
m. ($5,650 per sq. m.). The average price in the primary market
reached 161,7 thous. rub. per sq. m. ($5,200 per sq. m.). On the
whole, the growth of the average dollar prices amounted to 45%, ruble prices to 9-10% by the results of the first half of 2010.

In the 1st half of 2010, stability and gradual recovery of the
market were characteristic of the countryside residential real estate market of Moscow Region. As opposed to the previous year,
the number of deals increased, potential buyers became more
active, which is expressed in the growth of number of calls and
demonstrations by the countryside residential real estate properties, and developers announce their future plans concerning the
implementation of new countryside settlements or the “unfreezing”
of the properties, the construction of which was put on hold for the
crisis period.
In the 1st half of 2010 the mass entrance of land plots without
building contracts continued: 78% of 33 projects, which entered
the elite countryside residential real estate market of Moscow Region during the analyzed period, offered for sale land plots without
building contracts.

By the end of the first part of 2010 the supply volume in the
elite primary market amounted to 164, 8 thous. sq. m. of residential space in 30 elite complexes. In the secondary market
the salesmen’ activity dropped with the approach of summer
season, new supply volume decreased. Demand displayed a
positive trend. The number of concluded deals by the results of
Q2 2010 exceeds the Q1 index by 25%. Buyers’ growth of interest in the primary market properties became a notable trend of
the first half of 2010. However, no demand boom can be observed. Buyers behave very accurately, considering all pros and
cons before the acquisition of this or that property. By the end of
June 2010 the average prices for the elite residential space of
Moscow amounted to $ 17, 480 per sq. m. in the primary market
and $ 22 950 per sq. m. in the secondary market. On the whole,
since the beginning of the year the prices in the elite residential
market of Moscow increased 2-3% in dollars and 7-8% in rubles.

A general situation in the wholesale land market of Moscow
Region remains stable: the supply volume is still very high, at the
same time the number of deals is small. The main resources of
supply in this segment are lands, which are intended for the development of mega-projects, and also deposit assets of both the development structures, passing to banks, and assets of private persons, passing for debts.
Considering a rather large number of frozen projects and also
still serious difficulties with credit resources acquisition, there are
no prerequisites to the growth of deals by the land assets buying
for the new projects development.

Two stages may be singled out in the development of the
elite lease market in the 1st half of 2010:

•

tenants’ growth of activity in Q1, traditionally connected with the reconsideration of the current agreements and inflow of new customers in Moscow;

•

some activity decrease in Q2 due to seasonal “lull” of
the lease market in this period.
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Russia. Moscow Region. Residential construction

mln. sq.m

Dynamics of entrance volume was not the same in the sections of quarters. In Q1 2010 the entrance volume of residential
space decreased versus the corresponding period of 2009 (8%), at the same time the main “collapse” in the construction
volume fell on the last month of Q1: volume of residential space
construction in March 2010 turned out to be 20% lower than
volumes, entered in March 2009. The first two months of Q2
2010 displayed positive dynamics by the volume of residential
space entrance in comparison with April-May 2009 (+9,5%).
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Residential supply trends in Russia

According to the results of January-May 2010 approximately
16.5 million sq. m. of residential space was introduced in Russia,
which constitutes 99% of the total volume of residential space
construction, recorded in the corresponding period in 2009.
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The picture of volumes of residential space entrance in regional section also turned out to be heterogeneous: by the results of the first five months of 2010 positive dynamics of leased
residential space volume was recorded in 39 regions of RF, in
45 regions – negative.

Residential supply trends in Russia
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Moscow Region is among regions, where construction volumes in January-May 2010 displayed negative dynamics in
comparison with the corresponding period of the previous year,
at the same time construction volume decrease in Moscow
turned out to be much more considerable than in Moscow Region.
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It is demonstrative that in 18 regions of Russia more than
80% of leased residential spaces were constructed by individual
developers, on average this share amounted to 53% in Russia.
In practice, this very “source” of new residential construction
kept average volumes in Russia from the more considerable
decrease.
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many new buildings, including large projects were put on hold and
delivery dates shifted.

In Moscow Region approximately 2 mln. sq. m. of residential
space entered the market during the analyzed period, it is 5,2%
lower then in 2009.

Currently the activity in the field of development continues to
grow against the background of decrease of residential space entrance volume. One of the evidence is “unfreezing” of the majority
of suspended in the crisis buildings. According to the Department
of urban development, the construction of 38 projects was put on
hold in the period of the financial crisis in Moscow. Currently
measures are taken to continue construction of 70% of new buildings, financing from banks was obtained and the residential space
sale is resumed.

In Moscow, according to the Federal State Statistics Service,
492,9 thous. sq. m. of residential space was introduced in January-May 2010. The decrease amounted to almost 38% in comparison with the corresponding period of 2009. Drastic decline of
entrance volume was recorded in March 2010, when 3,5 times
less residential space entered the market, than in March 2009
(162 thous. sq. m. versus 561 thous. sq. m.).
On the whole, by the results of five months approximately
14% of the planned for 2010 volume, to reach which it is necessary to introduce 2,7 mln. sq. m. more, was constructed in Moscow. The foreseen decrease of residential space entrance volume is evident. It is connected with considerable decline of developers’ activity in Moscow in 2009, when construction works in

Due to this fact a gradual growth of introduced residential
space may be expected in the second half of the year in Moscow,
however, the achievability of the planned index concerning the
residential space entrance for 2010 – 3,1 mln. sq. m. – is not evident yet.
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Moscow. Supply
New objects distribution by Moscow districts, June 2010

A number of new economy class properties entered the market in Q1 2010, which became a notable trend. At the same time
supply volume by the results of Q1 remained stable due to the
instant implementation of some newly introduced properties, the
prices of which were quite lower than average market level.
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In Q2 2010 supply volume in the primary market declined a
little bit and amounted to approximately 200 households (1,07
mln. sq. m.) by the end of June. Supply volume decline by 9% in
comparison with March 2010 is connected with a temporary suspense of sales in several complexes and also sales completion
in new buildings, where single offers remained.
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The main reason for sales suspense is the amendments in
214-FL, according to which, apartments implementation may be
conducted only in accordance with the following three schemes:
the agreement on share participation in construction, residentialconstruction cooperatives and also residential certificates. A
quick switch to a contract of share participation in construction is
rather difficult, so companies, which did not have time to prepare
for the introduction of amendments, are forced to suspend sales
in their complexes to bring the documents in order. In addition to
it, the sales in the properties of GC “Don-Stroy” were suspended
till the autumn of 2010 due to the audit of the company’s business.

Secondary market objects distribution by Moscow districts,
June 2010
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However, in Q2 the market refilled with new addresses, the
majority of which refer to business-class, in particular: RC
“Solntse”, “Gasoil-City”, “Albatros”, “Vinogradnie prudi”, microdistrict Michurinsky corp. 20A. Besides, supply is enlarged with
new buildings in “Bitsevsky” and “Zapovedny ugolok” economyclass residential complexes. As far as elite properties are concerned, the segment did not see any new offers in Q2 2010.
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apartments were offered for sale in June 2010. Supply volume
increase for Q2 amounted to 2%.
On the whole it cannot be stated that the supply in the market
is limited. However, the lack of the more currently popular supply –
apartments in completed or close to completion complexes with
optimal correlation of price and quality – remains relevant.

In the secondary residential market approximately 49 thous.

Separate properties of economy and business class, delivered in the 1st half of 2010.*
Address
Q1 2010
36A Bolotnikovskaya str., bld. 3, 4, 5

Name

Class

Region

District

Walls material

Nahimovo

Economy

14 - 16 Zapovednaya str., bld. 5

Zapovedny ugolok

Economy

SWAD

Zuzino

Panel (P-44T)

NEAD

South Medvedkovo

13 Krasnogo mayaka str., bld. 4
5 - 8 Rokossovskogo Marshala ave.
14 Urlovsky ave., bld. 1, 4

Bitsevsky
Bogorodsky
Urlovo

Economy
Economy
Economy

Panel (P-3M)

SAD
EAD
NEAD

Chertanovo Central
Bogorodskoe
Otradnoe

Panel (KOPE-M-Parus)
Monolith-brick
Panel (P-44T)

Business

SWAD

Lomonosovsky

Monolith-brick

Business

SWAD

Cheremushki

Monolith-brick

Versis

Business

SWAD

Lomonosovsky

Monolith-brick

28A Elninskaya str.

Solntse

Business

WAD

Kuntsevo

Monolith-brick

1 Izmaylovsky ave.

Vinogradnie prudi

Business

EAD

Izmaylovo

Monolith-brick

Nametkina str. (Hersonskaya)

Gasoil-city

Business

SWAD

Cheremushki

Monolith-brick

14 Tvardovskogo str., bld. 6

Albatros
microdistrict
Michurinsky
Bitsevsky
Zapovedny ugolok

Business

NWAD

Strogino

Monolith-brick

Businee

WAD

Ramenki

Monolith-brick

Economy
Economy

SAD
NEAD

Chertanovo Central
South Medvedkovo

Panel (KOPE-M-Parus)
Panel (KOPE-Bashnya)

16 Lomonosovsky quarter, bld. 2 B
24-25 Novie Cheremushki quarter, bld. 1 V-3
Vavilova str. (cross with Nahimovsky ave.)
Q2 2010

5 - 6 Michurinsky ave., bld. 20A
13 Krasnogo mayaka str., bld. 3
14 - 16 Zapovednaya str., bld. 6, 9

Source: Blackwood research
* - elite items that were released to the market in H1 2010, will be discussed in the section «Residential real estate. Elite segment. Moscow. Sale.»
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Moscow. Supply
The 1st half of 2010 was marked with a noticeable growth of
active demand in comparison with 2009, the recovery was observed both in the secondary and primary market, where buyers
began to return.

Housing loans dynamics, Moscow
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A number of large developers record 2-3 multiple growth of
sale volume in comparison with the pre-crisis period, though the
volume of concluded deals by new buildings is still behind the
pre-crisis level (about 30% “difference”).
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Moscow Rosregister Administration data also indicates the
growth of demand activity in the residential real estate market:
40, 133 deals were registered in the 1st half of 2010, it is 1.8
times more than the number of deals registered in the corresponding period in 2009 (in the 1st half of 2009 22,790 transactions were registered). A considerable growth of registered
transactions was recorded in March 2010 (+71% by February
2010), after that the number of deals continued to grow by the
end of Q2, though in gradually reducing paces (+14% in April,
+5-7% in May-June). The highest index by the number of deals,
registered for a month, -8, 959 – was recorded in June 2010, at
the same time this volume turned out to be maximum in three
last years. However, it should be kept in memory that the process of residential space acquisition from the moment of choosing to the deal registration takes about 1-2 months that is why
recorded “summer” growth of deals number is the reflection of
spring splash of buyers’ activity.
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Number of transactions registered , Moscow
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On the whole it is evident that the demand in the residential
market of Moscow is gradually recovering. The growth of active
demand is connected with general stabilization of the situation in
the country, improvement of personal financial position of population, and also preservation of price stability in the residential
market. The current situation in the residential real estate market is most favorable for alternative deals conclusion, the share
of which, according to specialists’ estimation, amounts to 70% of
the total number of concluded transactions. Additional factor of
demand stimulation is the growth of trust to the primary residential segment in consequence of the developers’ situation improvement and activation of their activity, a number of new
buildings delivery in the framework of low price segment, gradual liberalization of mortgage lending conditions.
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Source: Federal Registration Service in Moscow

level of 30% to 10% - this minimum is established, in particular, on
RF Sberbank credits.
The improvement of mortgage lending conditions is expressed
in the growth of mortgage credits number: according to Rosregister data, 9, 251 mortgage deals were registered in Moscow in the
1st half of 2010, it is 4,8 times more than in the corresponding period in 2010.
On the whole this demand activation was predictable: postponed demand was implemented in spring splash of activity. In Q3
2010 the traditional for holidays period reduction of buyers’ activity
is expected. In autumn, if the stability in the residential real estate
market is preserved, the demand will regain a rather high level.

The process of mortgage conditions liberalization is expressed in the rates and the level of initial installment reduction.
Thus, according to RF CB, average weighted rate on given residential credits amounted to 13.5% in rubles in May 2010 (for
comparison the rate amounted to 14.6% in May 2009), minimal
rates on credits in rubles decreased by 10-12% per annum. The
minimal installment on mortgage credits declined from the crisis
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Moscow. Prices
Prices dynamics in primary and secondary markets of Moscow,
$ per sq. m

In the beginning of 2010, the prices in the residential market
of Moscow displayed growth, it was connected first of all with the
change of supply structure (wash-out of the cheapest properties
from supply).
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In Q2 the growth trend was preserved, however, this time the
main reason was the properties direct price growth. As was expected due to the active growth of demand, recorded in the beginning of 2010 and liquid supply volume reduction, some salesmen raised prices for their properties. In the primary market it
concerned complexes at the active stage of construction, which
are in demand. Despite this fact the correction of the average
price was not radical.
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In June 2010 the average price in the secondary residential
market of Moscow amounted to 176.6 thous. rub. per sq. m. ($
5,650 per sq. m.). Ruble prices growth for Q2 2010 was found at
the 4.8% level, at the same time dollar prices declined slightly.
The average price in the primary market amounted to 161.7
thous. rubles per sq. m. ($ 5,200 per sq. m.), growth for Q2
reached 2% in dollars and 7.2% in rubles.

Average prices by Moscow Districts, $ per sq. m,
June 2010

In general, the growth of average dollar prices by the results
of the 1st half of 2010 amounted to 4-5%, ruble prices – 9-10%.
Currently the prices are at spring indexes of the previous year.
Total growth of average dollar prices from the moment of
“bottom” reaching in the autumn of 2009 amounted to 6.6% in
the secondary residential space segment and 10.2% in the new
buildings segment. Prices in rubles increased 11-15%.
The highest prices in June 2010 were recorded in CAD $13, 660 per sq. m. in the primary market and $ 11, 600 per sq.
m. in the secondary market.
Currently the amendments introduction in 214-FL affects the
market. Some developers suspend sales to reprocess documents and adjust them to new requirements. At the same time
they do not exclude the probability that after reprocessing new
buildings will enter the market with higher prices.
However, sudden price growth should not be expected – as
opposed to 2005-2006, when 214-FL came into force, the market does not see any feverish demand. Currently, when the market did not recover from the crisis yet and buyers still remember
discounts, actions, etc., it is highly possible that sudden price
growth will cause demand stagnation, so developers will hardly
venture on it.

Source: Blackwood research

As Blackwood estimates, the prices growth for residential
space may be expected by the end of 2010 – at 5-10% level.
Thus, prices will regain the level of the beginning of 2009.

Reaching the pre-crisis level of the average price is possible only in
the next year.

* - since Q2 2010 has been changed method of calculation of average prices in the market of new buildings in Moscow
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Moscow. Trends and forecast
A gradual recovery of residential real estate delivery volume is
expected in the long term due the construction activation. Demand
activity, which declined with the advent of summer, will possibly
recover in autumn.

The main trends of Moscow residential real estate market
development in the 1st half of 2010:
- decrease of residential real estate delivery volume, on the
one hand, and developers’ activation, “unfreezing” of the majority of buildings put on hold, on the other hand,

Introduction of amendments in 214-FL may affect both supply
volume and price dynamics: a number of developers will recall
properties to adjust them to legislation with possible price reconsideration towards raise.

- a number of new buildings delivery, including properties of
low price segment,
- decrease of supply volume as the result of sales completion in a number of new buildings, as well as properties recall
due to the change of legal framework,

However, sudden price growth should not be expected: it may
cause demand stagnation and developers will hardly venture on it.

- gradual price growth (4-5% since the beginning of the
year),
- considerable growth of buyers’ activity both in the secondary and primary market.
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Moscow. Sale. Supply
By the end of Q2 2010 the supply volume in the elite primary
market amounted to 164, 8 thous. sq. m. of residential space in
30 elite complexes. In Q2 decrease of supply volume by number of complexes offered for sale by 14% was noticed, it is connected with temporary sales suspense in several elite complexes.

Elite objects came into the market and projects
announced in H1 2010

In Q1 2010 the market was enlarged with a residential complex at 12-14 Pechatnikov lane, besides, preliminary reservation
became possible in the “Afanasievsky” RC. No new elite complexes were delivered in Q2. The beginning of open sales in the
“Sadovie Kvartali” (“Sadovie Quarters”) RC is expected in the
short-term; in June 2010 the construction of the first stage
of the project was approved.
As far as announced projects are concerned, the construction of the “KnightsBridge” residential quarter at the place of
bakery plant #6 in Khamovniki was announced in Q1. The
“Andreevsky” residential complex was presented in Mipim-2010.
Besides, in 2010 Barkly company is going to deliver the
“Olympion” RC at Sovetskaya armiya str. and an elite mansion
at 1st Zachatievsky lane.
In the secondary market salesmen’ activity declined with the
approach of summer season, supply volume decreased.
Khamovniki, Arbat and Yakimanka districts became the leaders
by supply volume in the secondary market.

Source: Blackwood research
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Supply volume dynamics in secondary market*,%

Dynamics of supply in terms of budget, June 2010, %
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Moscow. Sale. Demand
Demand volume dynamics*
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Number of deals concluded in Q1 2010 happened to be 60%
higher than number of deals signed in Q1 2009. Such splash of
buyers’ activity is connected with stabilization of the situation in
the market and also with the availability in the market of highquality supply at rather attractive prices.
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The trend of buyers’ activity growth in the elite market was
noticed since autumn 2009, when properties prices were reduced versus the pre-crisis level. After the traditional decline in
January 2010 demand continued to grow and by the end of Q1
2010 it could be stated that the number of incoming requests to
Blackwood for residential space acquisition exceeded 2009 indexes twice. March 2009 became record by the number of requests for the last two years.

* - requests to Blackwood, January - 100%
Source: Blackwood research

In Q2 2010 buyers’ activity declined versus Q1 2010 due to
the approaching holidays season, however, it was still at the
high level. The number of requests to Blackwood exceeded the
corresponding index of 2009 by 26%. The number of concluded
deals by the results of Q2 2010 exceeded the index of Q1 by
25%.

Demand structure in terms of budget, $ per unit,
% of total requests
< $0,5 mln. > $5 mln.
1%
1%
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9%

Increase of buyers’ interest in the primary market properties
became a remarkable trend of Q1 2010. In Q1 2010 the share of
new buildings in the total volume of concluded deals amounted
to 35% and in Q2 already 50% of transactions were concluded
in the primary market. At the same time this share did not exceed 10% in the previous year. This trend is indicative of buyers’
trust growth and of gradual recovery of investment demand.
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$2-$3 mln.
19%
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52%

Despite the fact that positive trends from the demand point of
view were noticed in the 1st half of 2010, there was no feverish
demand in the market. Buyers behave very accurately still, considering all pros and cons before purchasing of this or that property. The strictest demands are still made on new buildings. In

Source: requests to Blackwood

general, demand in the elite residential market still strongly depends on prices level. Properties prices growth causes buyers’
interest decline.

Moscow. Sale. Prices
Average prices dynamics, elite segment
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Source: Blackwood research
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Prices growth trend was noticed as far back as the end of
2009, but the main reason in that period was the change of supply pattern. Due to the stabilization in the market and activation
of buyers’ demand, the most attractive by price offers began to
drop out from supply. In Q1 2010 average prices continued to
grow, however, this time salesmen’ direct increase of prices for
several properties was added to the change of supple structure.
By the results of Q1 2010 the average dollar price in the elite
primary market increased 3,2% and amounted to $17,550 per
sq. m. In the secondary elite market prices reached $22, 720 per
sq. m. by the end of Q1 2010. The growth for the quarter
amounted to 1,2%.
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Moscow. Sale. Prices
Price distribution in Central Administrative District,
June 2010, $ per sq. m

In Q2 2010 the main growth of average price fell on April,
when prices were increased for several properties. In May-June
2010 price growth for elite new buildings was not noticed. The
change of supply pattern and currency rate fluctuations influenced prices average level. According to the results of Q2 2010
average dollar price remained stable and ruble price increased
5%. In June 2010 average price for elite new buildings
amounted to $17, 480 per sq. m. The most expensive new buildings were offered in Ostozhenka-Prechistinka ($24,240 per sq.
m.), in Presnensky district ($21,700 per sq. m.) and Yakimanka
($18,540 per sq. m.).
As far as the secondary market is concerned, average
monthly growth of price amounted to 0,3% during Q2. By the
results of the quarter the price increased 1% in dollars and 6,5%
in rubles. By the end of June 1 sq. m. of elite residential space
cost $22,950 on average in the secondary market. The most
expensive districts of the secondary elite market are Khamovniki, Presnensky and Tverskoy. The average price for apartments in these districts exceeds $24,000 per sq. m.
In general, prices in the elite residential market of Moscow
have increased 2-3% in dollars and 7-8% in rubles since the
beginning of the year.

Source: Blackwood research

The most expensive new buildings in Moscow, June 2010
Address

Price,
$ per sq. m.

District

6 Granatny lane

CAD/Presnensky

up to 43 800

7-14/16 Korobeynikov lane, “Ostozhenka Park Palace” RC

CAD/Khamovniki (Ostozhenka)

up to 43 690

8 Granatny lane, “Grnatny Palace” RC

CAD/Presnensky

up to 38 000

Source: Blackwood research

Moscow. Sale. Trends and forecast
The main trends of the elite residential market of Moscow in
the 1st half of 2010 include:

closer to autumn.
As far as prices are concerned, currently there are no prerequisites for significant price fluctuations. It is most possible that minor
monthly growth will continue till the end of summer. Prices for elite
real estate of Moscow may increase 5-10% by the end of the year.

- buyers’ activity growth in comparison with 2009;
- buyers’ trust increase for new buildings;
- prices growth for some properties in March-April 2010;
- minor monthly growth of prices in the market due to the
change of supply structure and currency rate fluctuations.
A traditionally low level of demand may be foreseen in the
market in the short-term. Buyers’ activity growth is possible
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Moscow. Rent. Supply
Supply volume dynamics*
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It is notable that in 2010, as opposed to previous years,
there was no significant decrease of landlords’ activity. It was
connected with the fact that elite apartments rent continued to
be in high demand in the “post-crisis” period – apartments,
especially with successful “price-quality” correlation, left the
market quite quickly. This fact, in its turn, predetermined high
activity of residential space owners. The popularity of this investment tool, traditionally interesting at the cost of demand
stability along with the minimal level of risk, was currently supported by the beginning stable growth of prices in the elite residential market. This factor became determinative for many
market players – they preferred to lease apartments in expectation of prices growth peak.

April

some decrease of activity in Q2 due to the seasonal
“lull” of the rent market in this period.

March

−

2009
2010

February

landlords’ activity growth in Q1, traditionally connected with reconsideration of current agreements
and inflow of new clients in Moscow;

January

−

180%
160%
140%
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

July

Two stages may be singled out in the development of the
elite rent market in the 1st half of 2010:

*- according to the Company’s database; January - 100%
Source: Blackwood research

Supply structure by Moscow districts, H1 2010
Centre
58%

West
17%
Others
8%

The geography of supply of high-quality apartments for
lease by the end of the 1st half of 2010 did not meet any significant changes in comparison with last years: more than half of
all the apartments were offered in CAD, in particular: in
Khamovniki, Tverskoy and Arbat districts. Beyond the city center such apartments were presented in the framework of the
most popular regions of West districts (WAD, SWAD and
NWAD). The total share of supply of other districts did not exceed 10%.

North-West
6%
Source: Blackwood research

South-West
11%

Supply structure inside the Central District, H1 2010
Yakimanka
7%
Meschanskii
8%

As far as supply structure of apartments by budget is concerned, definite changes were noticed. Thus, if in 2009 the
main supply volumes were concentrated in $2,000-3,000 budgets and $3,000-4,500 per apartment per month, then by the
end of the 1st half of 2010 they were shifted to higher ranges:
approximately 40% of apartments were offered for $3,000$6,000 per apartment per month. The share of apartments in
higher budgets (from $8,000) also increased- currently, in the
conditions of gradual market recovery and supply volume reduction, leasing holders elaborate exposition of their apartments for lease and try to “reduce” the prices.

Presnenskii
9%
Basmannyi
10%

Others
8%

Hamovniki
20%

Tverskoi
20%

Arbat
18%

Source: Blackwood research

Supply structure in terms of budget, $ per month
25%

H1 2009
H1 2010

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

2 000 - 3 001 - 4 501 - 6 001 - 8 001 - >10 000
3 000
4 500
6 000
8 000
10 000
Source: Blackwood research
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Moscow. Rent. Demand
Demand volume dynamics*
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During the 1st half of 2010 demand in the rent market was
rather high. At the same time the number of requests in
quantative terms was essentially higher, than in the “crisis”
2009. First of all, customers’ traditional interest growth affected the market – it was the period of active search of
apartments among tenants from Moscow and regions. Besides, foreign tenants’ gradual return to Moscow was noticed. Another factor, determining such high interest for rent,
was a gradual recovery of economic situation on the whole –
some tenants, who were forced to reduce rent budget in connection with the crisis, currently resume the search of apartments in higher budgets.

* - requests to Blackwood, January - 100%

Demand structure by Moscow districts, H1 2010
It is notable that rather high interest in the elite residential
rent segment was also noticed in May – essential traditional
decrease of interest on the part of tenants was not noticed in
this period. Quite conditions in the market were noticed only
in June, when the majority of potential tenants ceased
searching for new apartments due to the beginning of holidays period and countryside rent.

Centre
54%

Others
9%

South-West
13%

West
13%

North-West
11%

At the same time the territorial structure of supply, regardless of supply volume, did not undergo any significant
changes. By the end of the 1st half of 2010 the main demand
in the segment was concentrated in CAD: more than half of
requests were in Central district regions (mainly in Khamovniki district, including the area of Ostozhenka, Arbat, Tverskaya). Other requests were distributed among WAD, SWAD
and NWAD (predominantly, high-quality apartments along
Kututzovsky and Leninsky avenues were in high demand, as
well as apartments in the immediate vicinity from reservoirs –
the Moscow-river and Khimkinskoe waterreservoir).

Source: requests to Blackwood

Demand structure inside the Central District, H1 2010
Others
15%

Zamoskvorech'
e
9%

Basmannyi
11%

As it was pointed out earlier, a minor shift towards higher
ranges was noticed in the supply structure by budgets. However, this change is not so significant yet – tenants intended
to search apartments with minimal rent price and availability
of definite discount. The budget range of up to $3,000 per
month remained the most popular. At the same time the
share of demand increase was noticed in the highest budget
(from $10,000).

Hamovniki
19%

Tverskoi
17%

Presnenskii
13%

Arbat
17%

Source: requests to Blackwood

Dynamics of demand in terms of budget, $ per month, % of
requests total
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

H1 2009
H1 2010

1 501 3 000

3 001 4 500

Source: requests to Blackwood
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Moscow. Rent. Rates
During the whole 1st half of 2010 the rates in the elite rent
market were growing. Rates growth for the 1st half of 2010
amounted to a little bit more than 15%, and average level
reached $7, 650 per apartment per month.

Dynamics of the average rent, elite segment, $ per month
$7 650
per month

9 000
8 000

There were a lot of reasons for such an active growth of
rates: gradual recovery of economy and positive dynamics of
prices in the sales market, which predetermined positive mood
of owners of apartments, who aimed at the maximum profit; a
forming in the market deficit against the background of rather
high demand and wash-out of the “cheapest” properties from
supply, as well as seasonal factor – demand growth in spring
period.
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4 000

Source: Blackwood research

At the same time by the end of the 1st half of 2010 decrease in rates growth paces was noticed – growth of the average level of rent did not exceed 1%, which is characteristic
of the beginning of summer period.

Rental rates by Central districts, June 2010, $ per month

The leaders by the average level of rent in the elite residential segment by the end of the 1st half of 2010 are:
Zamoskvorechie district, where one of the most expensive
apartment was offered, and also traditionally most popular
districts: Tverskoy and Khamovniki. The cheapest apartments
in the high-quality residential space segment were offered in
Tagansky district.
The maximum level of rent, requested for an apartment, by
the end of the 1st half of 2010 amounted to $50,000 per apartment per month (CAD, Krasnoselsky district – Chistie Prudi).
At the same time this level remained stable during the whole
half of the year, which is quite typical: such offers exceed the
budget of average market deal significantly, that is why their
terms of exposition are rather long.
Beyond CAD the most expensive apartments were offered
in West district – rates here amounted to $29,000 per apartment per month.

Source: Blackwood research

Rental rates by the most popular districts of Moscow beyond
CAD, June 2010

In general, as it was expected, the elite rent market resumed stable post-crisis recovery, expressed in steady growth
of rent level. At the same time seasonal decrease in rates
growth paces may be expected in the short-term, in summer
period. With the beginning of autumn the market recovery will
begin traditionally, which evidently will affect the rates. However this growth paces will depend on number of reasons, first
of all, on the balance of supply and demand.

District

Rent price, $ per month

WAD

up to 29 000

NAD

up to 22 000

NWAD

up to 18 000

SWAD

up to 15 000

Source: Blackwood research

The most expensive apartments for rent in Moscow, June 2010
Address

District

Area, sq.m

Sretensky ave.
Pyatnitskaya str.
M. Bronnaya
Leninsky ave.
Arbat str.
Korobeynikov lane

CAD/Krasnoselsky
CAD/Zamoskvorechie
CAD/Presnensky
WAD/Vernadskogo ave.
CAD/Arbat
CAD/Khamovniki

400
300
360
524
249
200

Source: Blackwood research
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Rent price
$ per month
50 000
40 000
30 000
29 000
26 000
25 000
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Moscow Region. Cottage rent
Dynamics of cottages supply volume*
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Demand for cottage rent was rather high by analogy with the
city rent market. The main demand was provided by tenants
from Russia, as before – they are people of middle age or couples with small children, interested in living in fresh air. At the
same time despite the fact that supply volumes were at the high
level, the market began to return to its pre-crisis condition of low
supply. It was connected with the fact that there were still few
properties of high quality, and the most liquid properties “left” the
market very quickly. Such conditions led to the situation when
owners began to make concessions less actively and provide
discounts counting on the maximal profit. Though, it should be
noticed that in the process of negotiations bargain took place in
the majority of cases – it is important for the owner of a countryside house to lease a house in the season “climax” even with
consideration of a discount. Otherwise, the property may be “put
on hold” till the next year.

February

January

2009
2010

March

Seasonality had the main impact on the elite cottage rent
market during the 1st half of 2010. The peak of the market activity was noted in March-May as before. In this very period supply
was enlarged actively against the background of increased demand. By April the new supply volume doubled. In general cottages were offered for long-term lease, however, supply also
included “summer” properties (houses, exposed directly for summer period and houses, exposed for long-term lease, but upon
availability of demand, rent for a season), the rates in which, as
a rule, were a little bit higher than market ones for 15-20%.

* - houses entered in the Company’s database; January - 100%
Source: Blackwood research

Dynamics of average cottage rent, elite segment, $ per month
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Source: Blackwood research

The ranges of rent payment volumes by directions, $ per
month, June 2010

The segment recovery led to the fact that the average level
of elite cottage rent payment increased 20% for the 1st half of
2010. By the end of June 2010 the average rent price for elite
cottages was at the $14,000 per month level, reaching the indexes of the previous midyear.
The most expensive directions in the 1st half of 2010 were
Rublevo-Uspenskoe (traditionally the most “elite” highway of the
countryside market) and Minskoe directions. The supply here
included houses with the requested rent of $100,000 per month.
The Skolkovskoe highway also occupied the leading position by
the rent payment level; it was built up very actively in the previous years, predominantly with elite countryside residential
space.

Highway/direction

Rent price

Rublevo-Uspenskoe
Skolkovskoe
Minskoe
Novorizhskoe
Kaluzhskoe, Kievskoe
Dmitrovskoe
Pyatnitskoe
Moscow

4 000-100 000
10 000-50 000
3 000-100 000
3 000-45 000
3 000-25 000
2 500-20 000
3 000-12 000
up to 30 000

Source: Blackwood research

The most expensive cottages for rent, June 2010

As far as forecasts are concerned, sudden splashes in the
segment should not be expected in the short-term – the seasonal peak of activity was finished and in other seasons the market is rather stable.

Address/Name

Direction

Romanovo-2

Rublevo-Uspenskoe, 15 km

Likino

Minskoe, 36 km

Landshaft

Rublevo-Uspenskoe, 8 km

Gorki-8

Rublevo-Uspenskoe, 18 km

Pokrovsky bereg

Moscow, Beregovaya st.

Source: Blackwood research
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Area
1 600 sq. m,
100 sotkas
1 800 sq. m,
120 sotkas
1 000 sq. m,
42 sotkas
1 500 sq. m,
100 sotkas
410 sq. m

Rent price,
$ per month
100 000
100 000
70 000
55 000
30 000
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Organized countryside settlements. Supply
Land plots without building contracts continued to be mass
delivered in the 1st half of 2010: 78% of 33 projects delivered in
the countryside residential market of Moscow Region for the
analyzed period offer for sale land plots without building contracts.

Primary supply of settlements by the main directions, by distance from MKAD, H1 2010

600%

12%

Simferopolskoe

Minskoe

Kievskoe

new cottage villages

500%

18%

12%

400%

villages offering land plots
without building contracts

300%

21%

18%

200%

24%

100%

Source: Blackwood research

Source: Blackwood research

Organized countryside settlements. Prices
Average prices of high budget countryside residential real
estate, H1 2010 $/sq. m.

In the 1st half of 2010, the price stagnation was observed in
the countryside residential real estate market of Moscow Region. The market players did not make any attempts towards
price increase of properties, offered for sale, implementing them
in accordance with established since the beginning of 2010
prices.
The most popular are countryside residential properties at
the stage of construction near completion; this fact causes gradual reduction of supply of the most liquid properties, put for sale.
Price dynamics of countryside residential real estate,
Q1 2007 – Q2 2010, $/ sq. m.
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Source: Blackwood research
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Dynamics of new supply volume in the countryside real estate market, January 2009 = 100%, %*
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The structure of new supply, by directions, by distance
from MKAD, H1 2010, %
Novorizhskoe
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Egoryevskoe
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RublevoUspenskoe

Novorizhskoe

The majority of projects were delivered in Novorizhskoe direction (24% of the total supply volume). It should be noticed
that the average distance of new projects from MKAD decreased
versus 2009: while last year the majority of projects were located
at the distance of 51 – 80 km, in the 1st half of the 2010 the main
volume of new projects is concentrated within 31-50 km.
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Organized countryside settlements. Demand
In the 1st half of 2010, buyers of high-budget country real
estate of Moscow Region were strongly interested in the settlements, located along the Novorizhskoe highway (33% requests).

Rating of the directions by demand for countryside elite real
estate, H1 2010
Novorizhskoe

33%

Rublevo-Uspenskoe

Increase of share of requests for properties, located within
21-30 km from MKAD (from 36% in 2009 to 60% in the 1st half
of 2010) is connected with potential buyers’ wish to purchase
households in minimal budget. To date potential buyers are
not ready to acquire countryside real estate for prices higher
than those established in the crisis. Stabilization of the countryside real estate market and the trend of “wash-out” of the
most liquid properties in the high-budget segment, located in
the small distance from MKAD (up to 20 km), cause demand

25%

Kaluzhskoe

13%

Kievskoe

13%

Minskoe

3%

Dmitrovskoe

3%

Ilinskoe

3%

Mozhaiskoe

2%

Other directions

6%
0%

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

The most popular cottage area, % of the total number of
requests, H1 2010

The client’s preferences by distance from MKAD, % of the
total number of requests, H1 2010

10%

9%

3% 5%

less than 300 sq. m

9%

less than 10 km
11-20 km

301-400 sq. m

8%

401-500 sq. m

21-30 km

501-600 sq. m

more than 30 km

601-700 sq. m

31%

60%

8%
55%

The client’s budget, % of the total number
requests, H1 2010

The most popular land plot area, % of the total number of
requests, H1 2010
9%
18%

7%

23%

more than 700 sq. m

5%
15%

less than 15 sotkas

2%

26%

less than $1 000 000
$1 000 001-$1 500 000

15-20 sotkas

$1 500 001-$2 000 000

21-30 sotkas

$2 000 000-$3 000 000
$3 000 001-$5 000 000

31-40 sotkas

14%

21%

more than 40 sotkas

17%

43%

$5 000 001-$8 000 000
more than $8 000 000

Source: requests to Blackwood H1 2010

Main trends and prospects
It should be noticed that stability and gradual recovery of the
market were characteristic of the 1st half of the year. As opposed
to the previous year, the number of deals increased, potential
buyers became more active, which is expressed in the growth of
number of calls and demonstrations by the countryside residential real estate properties, and developers announce their future
plans concerning the implementation of new countryside settlements or the “unfreezing” of the properties, the construction of
which was put on hold for the crisis period.

real estate market of Moscow Region gradually. The share of
economy segment grows and the share of high-budget projects
falls.
At the same time the trend of land plots without building contracts delivery remains and even increases, which is indicated
by the shift of new projects of this type towards closer distances
from MKAD.
As far as the prices growth in the countryside real estate
market of Moscow Region is concerned, by the end of 2010
positive dynamics may be expected only by properties at the
final stage of construction, which most possibly won’t exceed 510%.

However, the mass delivery of economy segment properties,
including those offering for sale land plots without compulsory
building contracts, changes supply structure in the countryside
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Wholesale land market
Supply pattern of land plots in Moscow Region by highways,
H1 2010

General situation in the wholesale market of Moscow
Region remains stable: supply volume is still very high,
the number of transactions is at the same time very low.
The main sources of supply in this segment are lands,
planned for mega-projects development, as well as mortgage assets, both of developers’ structures, passed to
banks and private assets, transferred for debts.

Novorizhskoe
Simferopolskoe
Dmitrovskoye
Leningradskoe
Volokolamskoe
Minskoe
Kievskoe
Kaluzhskoye

In general supply structure the share of large wholesale (land plots of more than 50 ha) remains low in the
market– approximately 17%.

Mozhaiskoe
Pyatnitskoe
Rublevo-Uspenskoye
0%
Source: Blackwood research

The Novorizhskoe and the Simferopolskoe highways
remain to be traditional leaders by supply structure - 27%
and 18% of the whole supply volume correspondingly. As
far as the distance from MKAD is concerned, the 31-50
and 51-80 ranges lead, they constitute half of the supply.
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Supply pattern of land plots in Moscow Region by distance
from MKAD, H1 2010
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General level of price indexes of supply remains stable, minor fluctuations of average value depending on
distance and direction towards increase or decrease are
taking place, but they are caused predominantly by
changes in the supply structure.

0
Source: Blackwood research
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Trends and forecast

Taking into account rather large quantities of frozen
projects, as well as still serious troubles with credit resources obtaining, there are no prerequisites towards
transactions growth on land assets buying for new projects
development yet. The main transactions are concluded in
the segment of industrial and other “non-residential” lands
(Oriflame company purchase of land plot measuring 26 ha
in 40 km from Moscow for the construction of production
complex; AST group structures of Telman Ismialov purchase of 36 ha in Leningradsky district from MC Masshtab
for wholesale retail center; Kesko financial company acquisition of two land plots at the Varshavskoe and Leningradskoe highways for DIY-hypermarkets of building materials K-rauta construction).

Still, there are developers in the market, who manage to
begin the implementation of large projects in the segment of
residential countryside real estate: RGI International company announced the implementation of two large-scale projects in the West of Moscow Region, which include residential space and recreational properties on the land plots measuring 91 and 259 ha. Besides, in the 1st half of 2010, Vector
Investment company announced the beginning of the largest
in the post-crisis market developers’ project implementation
on the development of 1,7 ha for 16 settlements with large
infrastructural properties on the Istrinskoe water reservoir
bank – “Istrinskaya valley”.
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